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Second time Kitchen evaluation Report: 

The total kitchen checked was 16 going through the village. 

The Findings: 

1.  The roof is secured with aluminum wire and hooked on the pillar poll by 
placing a nail and tied instead of notch on the polls. 

2.  The families used bamboo, wooden poll, wooden planks etc to make a poll 
in all corners and supporting polls in the middle. 

3. The roof of the tin sheets looks better secured 

4. The roof shelter is made but no surrounding fence has been put in most of 
the kitchen. 

5. Few families started cooking in the kitchen shelter. 

6.  Ram Bahadur Tamang of 39 number family has made a fence with 
bamboo strip in all three walls and front side wall kept open and started 
cooking in clean floor. 

7.  Jai Bahadur Tamang of 43 number, has made the kitchen fence with his 
old tin sheets removed from house and placed a kitchen table and used 
LPG gas in the kitchen and as well as one single bed also kept in the 
kitchen. The family cook food and some families members also sleep in 
the kitchen . 

 



Second time Kitchen evaluation Report: continue… 

8. The meeting held at Prem Lama’s house in Bhattedanda together with Prem Lama, 
Surya Lama and guest Damber Lama from Arubot. 

9. The team from Bhattedanda has completed  66 kitchen shelter including two 
model roof. 

10. The total families shown in the name list was 93. This shows 27 more families 
needs roof shelter.  

11. According to Prem, the team need only 10 bundle of tin sheets to complete the 
kitchen work for the total villagers. 

12. The 50 families received the stove and according to Prem and Surya another 42 
families needs the kitchen stove, this was discussed earlier. 

 

At the end 

I would like to thank Mr. Prem Lama and Mr. Surya Lama for helping and supporting 
for the evaluation and especial thanks to Surya Lama for being together and 
showing all the kitchens during the evaluation and inputting thoughts in the 

meeting. 

I also would like to thank to HH and Director Paul Pholeros Sir and Rotary club of Dee 
Why Warringah and Dr Sandra Meihubers for giving the opportunity to work and 

help the people affected by earthquake.  

     

 Bishnu Shrestha 14 July 2015 

 


